
Vis it kantoaudio.com for more audio and accessories .

Heights available: 22" and 26"
Available in black and white finishes.

Different top plate sizes for compatibility:
Small top plates measures 5.25" x 6.5"
Large top plates measures 6.5" x 9.25".

LEARN  MORE

SIMPLE LEVELING 
Adapt the position of the speakers with ease, no matter the surface.

IMPROVED AESTHETICS 
Built from scratch, Kanto’s industrial design vision comes to life with these good 
looking, safe, and compatible speaker stands.

Wires and cables are contained for a sleek 
appearance while avoiding tripping hazards.

LEARN  MORE

BESPOKE ISOLATION SYSTEM  
Decouples your speakers and stands from the floor, resulting in clean, uncolored sound.

Fill the included bags with sand or other 
weighted material to reduce potential 
vibrations through added mass.

Specially designed feet built with silicone, aluminum 
and stainless steel prevent metal-on-metal contact 
decoupling your speaker stands from the floor. 

Placing the included bullseye level on the top plate, and using the included 
Allen key to adjust level from the top of the base makes for an exertion-free 
leveling experience.

LEARN  MORE

The sx fillable speaker stands series has industry-leading features that every audio 
enthusiast is looking for in a speaker stand.

WHAT ARE YOUR CUSTOMERS' CHALLENGES?

Speaker stands are difficult to adjust:
Most stands require you to make multiple leveling measurements and crawl on the ground to raise or 
lower the height.

Audio enthusiasts crave true sound from their entertainment center, home office space, and from 
their record player. SX Fillable Speaker Stands are Kanto’s solution. 

Be your customer’s hero and improve your revenue with this high-margin accessory.

Messy room appearance:
Cables are untidy. Most speaker stands do not look nice.

HOW DO KANTO'S SPEAKER STANDS SOLVE YOUR CUSTOMERS' CHALLENGES?

Bookshelf speakers standing alone are not enough: 
Vibrations transfer into the room reducing the audio quality produced.

B ECOME A DEALER

SX FILLABLE STANDS
KANTO’S ULTRA-PREMIUM 
FLOOR-STANDING SPEAKER STANDS. 
DESIGNED FOR AUDIO ENTHUSIASTS.

SX SERIES SPEAKER STANDS

LEARN  MORE

ABOUT               BECOME A DEALER

ADVERTISING EMAILS     |  SIMPLE/ TABLE CODED HTML
Designed and coded inhouse and sent to advertising company for deployment.
(20,000 subscribers)

Copy provided
Concept reviewed with team



ADVERTISING EMAILS     |  GRAPHICS FOR INHOUSE CAMPAIGNS

Create and coordinate email graphics for internal campaigns.
Graphic style and uniform graphics for all email sets.

Email 1

Web banner Digital Signage - for use on a tv monitor instore

Lifestyles - imagery to promote 
in various setting

Email 2 Email 3


